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● Markable wants to commercialize all visual content. Powered by computer vision AI 
technology, Markable is the leader in fashion, multi-object recognition; and with 
unmatched speed and accuracy, they can turn any photo or video into a virtual shopping 
mall. Markable's Lens SDK and API help e-retailers improve conversions, reduce bounce 
rates and increase average orders and help publishers monetize their visual content and 
improve engagement.

● With offices in New York and Madison, Wisconsin, Markable is an early stage company with 
proprietary AI technology that identifies products in photos and videos and makes them 
available for purchase.

● “The revolution in deep learning AI started two years ago, and we are just seeing a glimpse 
of its possibilities, especially in fashion,” said Markable CEO Joy Tang. “Riding the tip of this 
wave, Markable is going full speed ahead with four elite deep learning scientists, two deep 
learning professors and award winning engineers to create the cutting-edge AI algorithms 
and easy-to-integrate, end-to-end solutions that turn any photo or video into a virtual 
shopping mall.”

Intro
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”The technology that Markable is developing is really exciting. We believe it has the potential to 
disrupt online shopping as we know it today. The tools from Joy and her team bring real time image 

search to identify things like fashion accessories in live stream video. We have two young adult 
daughters who simply can't wait to get their hands on it!

---  Bridgette Heller, member of Plum Alley and President of Danone Specialized Nutrition
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Funding
To date, Markable has raised almost $5 million in funding after closing  a 

$2.55 million round in July. With participation from Plug and Play Ventures, 
Bascom Ventures, Plum Alley Investments, Infinity Venture Partners and 

others, the company is poised for explosive growth over the next 18 
months. Markable’s previous round of funding was led by Cheetah Mobile, 

the Chinese mobile internet giant.

QUOTE FROM OUR INVESTORS   |
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Stats ○ Global e-commerce sales are expected to hit $3.5 trillion, by 2019, 
up from $570 billion 2010

○ According to BigCommerce 80% of Americans shop online at least 
monthly.

○ Global advertising spending grew to $600 billion in 2016. (Nielsen)
■ According to eMarketer, total US Digital Ad Spending in 2017 

will reach $83 billion
■ Search accounted for 48% of all US digital advertising in 

2016
○ Nielsen data has showed that Americans watch around 1.25 billion 

hours of TV — both live and recorded — each day
○ On YouTube, 400 hours of content are uploaded every minute, from 

creators all over the world
○ Cisco projects that global internet traffic from videos will make up 

80% of all internet traffic by 2019
○ According to Animoto, 4X as many consumers would prefer to watch 

a video about a product than to read about it



○ Markable CEO Joy Tang is a former high frequency algorithmic 
trader turned computer vision entrepreneur. She left a seven figure 
salary in high frequency trading to create Markable, the leader in 
fashion image recognition. Originally from China, Joy attended MIT 
on a full scholarship, majoring in math and economics. As a teenager 
she earned a Gold Medal in the Math Olympics for China and was 
the anchor of a Chinese television program. 

○ For Tang, the idea for Markable was born from the desire to find a 
dress. While watching a movie, she was drawn to a dress the main 
character was wearing. But when she tried to find it online, she was 
out of luck. From that, a company was born. 

○ Noticing a huge gap in the market between e-commerce and digital 
content, she was inspired to develop the AI technology to make all 
actors' and actresses' wardrobes immediately shoppable. With 
significant experience building algorithms and an almost limitless 
drive, she began assembling a world-class team of scientists and 
developers to help realize this dream.
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Team

The Markable team 
consists of four Ph.D. 
deep learning 
scientists, two 
award-winning 
developers and 
industry experts.

Suren Kumar  |  Chief Science Officer

Suren currently leads the computer vision team at Markable. Previously, he was a postdoctoral research 
fellow at University of Michigan, Ann Arbor building predictive models for Toyota's self-driving cars. He holds 
a Ph.D. in computer vision from State University of New York, Buffalo focusing on object detection and tracking 
in videos. He also briefly worked with Mitsubishi Electric Research Labs, Boston and SRI International, 
Princeton. He has been published in over 100 academic articles and has authored several AI patents.

Jonas Grimfelt  |  Chief Technology Officer

Jonas leads the product team at Markable. Prior to joining Markable, he was the co-founder, CTO and lead 
developer of multiple cross-platform tech companies. He has received several awards in Scandinavia for his 
creation of innovative technologies. Additionally, he has 7+ years of experience in e-commerce and advertising 
software development, and holds a M.S. in Computer Science & Human Computer Interaction from Sweden’s 
prestigious KTH Royal Institute of Technology. 

Clyde Tressler  |  Head of Infrastructure

Clyde designs the backend infrastructure at Markable. His past experience includes working in the MIT AI lab 
alongside luminaries Marvin Minsky, Hal Abelson, Patrick Winston and Eric Grimson, who are widely regarded 
as the inventors of computer vision. Clyde also architected the designs for the first large-scale deployment of 
digital theaters in the US retail sector and co-founded a video audio startup.

Sheng Fu   |  Board Member and Advisor

Sheng is a trusted investor, board member, and advisor of Markable. He is the CEO of Cheetah Mobile, which 
in just 3 years he built into the world’s largest mobile tool developer and China’s second largest Internet & 
mobile security company. He is also the Founder & Manager of the Purple Cow Startup Fund.
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The
Markable
Lens

○ Markable helps retailers and publishers put their visual content to work. Brands, 
retailers, publishers and bloggers are producing content like never before, 
spending millions of dollars on beautiful photos and videos. But are they 
maximizing their investment?

○
○ Markable developed Lens to do just that. Built on the magic of computer vision 

and deep learning, the Markable Lens is an invisible layer that sits over top of 
images and videos, making them searchable and shoppable.
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Lens SDK
For eCommerce

For brands and retailers, Markable offers a suite of e-commerce tools 
that use our proprietary technology to encourage the discovery and 

engagement that will ultimately lead to more purchases.

All of Markable’s products operate in real-time, without any pre-tagging 
or human interaction. In all aspects of visual search, our speed and 

accuracy is unmatched. And Markable offers the advantage of 
multi-object recognition that no other companies could offer.

 



Our Camera Search SDK allows 
consumers to upload a photo to a 

retailer’s mobile site and search 
their product catalog for the exact 

or similar looking items.

watch the video here  

Find

Camera Search SDK
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https://youtu.be/y132g-1wW74
https://youtu.be/y132g-1wW74
https://youtu.be/flif2Qrrcis
https://youtu.be/flif2Qrrcis
https://youtu.be/flif2Qrrcis
https://youtu.be/flif2Qrrcis


Similar Search SDK
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Our Search Similar SDK allows 
visitors to the Retailer’s site to see 
products that are visually similar to 

the one they have chosen. The 
Search Similar SDK will only pull 

visually similar products from the 
Retailer’s catalog.

watch the video here  

Discover

https://youtu.be/ETmAXeQgxnQ
https://youtu.be/ETmAXeQgxnQ
https://youtu.be/flif2Qrrcis
https://youtu.be/flif2Qrrcis
https://youtu.be/flif2Qrrcis
https://youtu.be/flif2Qrrcis


Lookbook SDK
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Our Lookbook SDK visually 
matches a brand’s social media 

content and lookbook photos to 
corresponding product pages on 

their site. This allows the end-user 
to see how influencers and 

ordinary people wear the product.

Imagine



Complete-the-Look SDK
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Our Complete-the-Look SDK 
allows your customer to purchase 

the entire outfit, not just the striped 
shirt. Our algorithm will match the 
other items a celebrity is wearing 

to your catalog, greatly increasing 
the average order. 

Add on



Visual SEO ( Meta Tags SDK )
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Our Visual SEO SDK 
programmatically tags every photo 

and video with dozens of 
attributes that will catch the 

attention of search engines and 
bring more customers to a 

Retailer’s site.

Elevate

blue knit cotton dress|

Visual SEO
HTML + JSON DL

ALL PRODUCT IMAGES

PRODUCT SEO/META DATA
JSON-DL

{
   ...

  "attributes": {
    "categories": [...],
    "colors": [...],
    "materials": [...],
    "textures": [...],
    ...
  },

  ...
}

FRONTEND BACKEND

Generate 
SEO data
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Lens
For Publishers

The Markable Lens can “see” the products in the photos on a 
publisher’s site and search our database to return the exact match or 

similar looking items. We then allow the user to purchase the item 
through partner retailers without ever leaving the site. In addition, our 

technology offers advertisers the opportunity to display an assortment 
of products next to items that appear organically in photos or videos, 

creating even more revenue streams for publishers.



Video SDK
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Watch
Our technology can recognize the 

products in your videos in real 
time and give your customers the 
ability to purchase right from the 
video. No pre-tagging required.

watch the video here  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fqC-U5Y9uUw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fqC-U5Y9uUw
https://youtu.be/flif2Qrrcis
https://youtu.be/flif2Qrrcis
https://youtu.be/flif2Qrrcis
https://youtu.be/flif2Qrrcis


The Technology

● Clothing product detection from images and videos paves the way for visual fashion 
understanding. Clothing detection is an important step for retrieving similar clothing items, 
organizing fashion photos, artificial intelligence powered shopping assistants and automatic 
labeling of large catalogues. Training a deep learning based clothing detector requires 
pre-defined categories (dresses, pants etc) and a high volume of annotated image data for 
each category. However, fashion evolves and new categories are constantly introduced in 
the marketplace. For example, consider the case of jeggings which is a combination of 
jeans and leggings. To retrain a network to handle the jegging category will require adding 
annotated data specific to the jegging class and subsequently relearn the weights for the 
deep network. 

● Markable developed a novel method that can handle new category detection without the 
need of obtaining new labeled data or retraining the network. This approach learns the 
visual similarities between various clothing categories and predicts a tree for categories. 
The resulting framework significantly improves the generalization capabilities of the 
detector to the novel clothing products.
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The World’s 
Fastest & 
Most Accurate AI
on Multi-Object Fashion Recognition multi-object 

detection

detailed 
feature-matching

0.5s result time



Logo
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The mint logo works best on light backgrounds; the white one is designed for dark backgrounds

|   Size

Keep the aspect ratio when scaling

15

21

15

145

|   Color

#FFFFF #5BC4B4

Download the logo kit

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B3RRGi9gO6bQODVZTXh6bFVGZ1U
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B3RRGi9gO6bQODVZTXh6bFVGZ1U


Contact

press@markable.ai

blog.markable.ai
@markableai
@markableai
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